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Ancestral lineages and long-time behaviour of population
models with interactions

Matthias Birkner (Mainz), Jiri Cerny (Basel), Nina Gantert (TU
München) and Andrej Depperschmidt (Nürnberg)

See https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.02558 for an overview paper
of the project by Birkner and Gantert (2019).



Random Walk
Fundamental class of stochastic processes
with a widerange of applications
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Random Walk
Mathematically one is often interested in the lengten

behaviour ot For the classicalmodels much

is known

Random Walk on kd
B XD is recurrent on 2 and 2

sa XD is transient on 2d.dz
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Random walk models far ancestral lineages

In biological applications random walks are

often used to model ancestral lineages in

spatial populations
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I Where are the ancestors
1 located

Due to fluctuating population sizes and
local regulation these are fairly complicated objects

However via an ad hoc assumption of
constant local population size then are replaced
by simple random kalles



Spatial population models

The discrete time contact process
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Picture taken from https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.02558

The discrete time Contact Process



or SIS

i The contact process is also often
used as a toy model for spreading
of an infection

With this interpretation we study

the spatial location of the carrier

of the infection from which it
propagated



Intermezzo

Random Walk in Random Environment

Static case well understood on Ii slowdownbehaim

many challenges still remaining inhighdimSinai RW
e g iid environment does UN hold

Dynamiccase enerully resembles a SRW uken9the dynamics mixes fast

Both well understood for
certain specialmodels
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Modelling ancestral lineages

the discrete time contactprocess
is not fast mixing

a in fact backwards intime yn is
hot eren Markovian

it is an non elliptic model
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Work in progress

Thru B Bilene Depperschnidt Schluter

Let d 3 and p pc
Then J g c HIP so liktfor P.ae 1
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Here PG is the qundedlaw

and lp is the annealed law
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Extensionsto more realistic models

In 2016 a annealed LT was provenby

Birkner Ivy and Depperschidt tar RVs on a large
duss of population models

Eg logistic branding
randomwalls

Ynk
numberof individualsat byn

Each individual has a Poisson
number

of ottsprings with mean HAM µ
HAN 3k111m tokt II NÅ

Each individual jumps according to a sRW

In a work in progress jointly I Schluter

they alsoprove a UT

Thus on large sales
ancestral lineages

behave has simple random kalles



Picture taken from https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.02558



Proof techics

Regeneration tones

finding suitable random times

at which the RW torgets its past

a The environment seen from the walker prosess

Coupling methods

Estimates on the behavior of the RW
and the population model


